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(notes)
p. vi: The poem “american husband” borrows its tune from The Guess Who’s
“american Woman.” The poem also takes from Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy” and emily
Dickinson’s 156.
p. 1: Thanks again to Olena, who invented the idea of this poem four times,
each with different endings. The last lines on this first version are mine. also,
thanks to Kevin: you know who you are.
p. 2: “more of the Same” owes itself to a haiku by basho: “even in Kyoto— /
hearing the cuckoo’s cry— / i long for Kyoto.”
p. 3: “Cruelty made me” borrows most of its first line from linda Gregg’s “The
limits of Desire” and its title from her “etiology.” Thanks, linda Gregg. (sorry!)
p. 9: “i Turn my Silence Over” includes and combines ideas from the Sunni
poet Shajahana’s “a rainbow” (translated by Syamala Kallury and r. Parthasarathy), Sylvia Plath’s “a birthday Present,” brenda Shaughnessey’s “Why is the Color
of Snow,” mother Goose, and Orhan Pamuk’s The Black Book.
p. 15: in this version of “The Four Corners of Fifth & lenora,” the last line is
rilke’s, from his “The archaic Torso of apollo,” Stephen mitchell, translator.
p. 18: “Federico & Garcia” is based on the repeating first line of Federico Garcia lorca’s “Sleepwalkers’ ballad.”
p. 21: “Words for the Waltz” is a poem which was commissioned for “The
roethke readings,” a celebration of Theodore roethke’s work. The poem’s italicized lines are all roethke’s. The manner in which i made the poem was/is his as
well.
p. 26: “Double Down” is for easy the dog.
p. 27: “hard Feelings” is based on a drawing by edward Gorey. The caption
underneath the drawing reads, “They searched the cellar Fruitlessly.”
p. 28: “because because” owes itself to The Wizard of Oz’s “We’re Off to See the
Wizard.”
p. 29: love you, Trisha!
p. 31: in this version of “Four Corners,” the last line is my mother’s, from
memory.
p. 34: “if english” is modeled on li-young lee’s “This room and everything
in it.”
p. 36: “The Chief ” is based on W. S. merwin’s line, “When what has helped us
has helped us enough.”
p. 41: “each Foot as Feet Should” is heavily influenced by Jack Gilbert’s “The
Forgotten Dialect of The heart.” This poem is for Jessica.
p. 42: The structure of “The mean Time” borrows from parts of T. S. eliot’s
“ash Wednesday.”
p. 45: The last line of this version of this poem was (inadvertently[!?]) STOlen
from the last line of Kevin Craft’s “linear a.” Thanks, Jarvin!



